
Foundation

Some drama skills / partial success / 

some conviction / inconsistent / 

reasonable interpretation of 

character / sustained for some time 

/ describe / simple analysis / 

beginning to use the language of 

drama.

Developing

Securely use drama skills / secure 

and generally confident / 

interpretation of character is mostly 

effective and coherent / audience 

interest is sustained / insightful 

comments / practical examples / 

some justification / securely use the 

language of drama.

Good

Effectively and convincingly use a 

range of drama skills / engaging and 

consistent / interactions / 

interpretation of character is 

creative / very good communication 

with the audience / analyse a 

performance in detail / provide 

detailed examples which are well 

justified / confidently and fluently 

use the language of drama.

Exceptional

Exceptional flair / sustained 

throughout / engaging and 

mesmerising / interactions with 

other performers is faultless / highly 

original interpretation / powerful 

communication with the audience / 

analysis and evaluation / insightful 

and perceptive comments / specific, 

detailed practical examples / 

extremely well justified / 

outstanding understanding of the 

language of drama.

Vocabulary
facial expressions / 

body language / 

proxemics / staging / 

stimulus / 

practitioner / vocal 

skill / pitch / pace / 

pause / volume / 

projection / genre / 

style / atmosphere / 

blocking / 

characterisation / 

chorus / dynamic / 

dialogue / emphasis / 

exploration / 

technique / intensity 

/ tempo / purpose

Elements we will focus on-

Thinking Questions 
• What skills do I need to use today?

• How am I communicating with 

others?

• How am I communicating to the 

audience?

• Is my effort allowing me to meet my 

target? 

• Am I working to the best of my 

ability?

• What do I need to do next to allow 

me to keep improving?

Topic

Core skills
Confidence, Creativity, 

Leadership, Organisation, 

Resilience, Initiative, 

Communication 

• What do I need the teacher 

to know so that they can 

best help me next

lesson?

Rights
12 – Respect your views 

and the views of others / 28 

– Right to education / 29 –
Education should develop 

your skills and

talents

Assessment
You will take part in several peer and self assessment 

tasks over the project, as well as receiving feedback 

from your teacher. There will be fortnightly mini 

assessments by your teacher to observe progress.

Your final assessment for this term will be on showing 

analysis skills to create your own piece 

of drama work and written which discusses 

how something is made.

DRAMA

Year 9

STANISLAVSKI

Term 3.1A Stanislavski performance ...

Will be as true to real life as 

possible. It will focus on real 

thoughts and feelings and 

bringing these to life in a 

character on stage. It is often 

called Naturalism.

STANISLAVSKI
You will be focusing on the drama practitioner Constantin 

Stanislavski and how he created theatre. You will be looking at his 

techniques and how these are still used in theatre today.

Objective / Super Objective / Emotional memory / Subtext / Given 

Cicumstances / Magic 'If' / Through line / Subtext / Method of physical 

action / Realism / Naturalism



Homework Tasks
Task 1

Create an information booklet 

on Constantin Stanislavski You 

should aim to make it informative 

but in a way that people your age 

would be able to understand. You 

should cover—Who he is / His life 

/ Important things he wrote or did 

/ His style of theatre / 

key techniques / other information. 

It must be colour and include 

a bibliography at the end 

which includes at least 10 sources.

Task 2
Pick someone to observe this week. 

It may be a family member, a friend 

or even a stranger (as long as you 

can observe them for long enough 

I.e. a long bus journey) Make a note 

of the way they walk, any gestures 

they use a lot, where they hold 

tension in their body, how do they 

speak? Is there a word or phrase 

they use a lot? How do they sit, 

stand? Where do their eyes focus. 

Write down a summary to help you 

in the next lesson.

Task 3
Create a Knowledge organiser 

on Naturalism. Include:

• A summary of what naturalism 

is

• Elements of naturalism

• Core Skills

• Key vocabulary

• Examples of TV Shows, theatre 

and companies that use it.

Use the Drama Knowledge 

organisers as guidance.

Task 4
Watch an episode of the Royal 

Family and write a review. How can 

you tell this is written and filmed in 

a naturalistic way? Pick a character 

to discuss and how they are played 

in a naturalistic way. Pick a key 

moment that shows naturalism. 

The review should be at least 500 

words.

Task 5
Annotate your script extract with 

the subtext and objectives.

Objectives – Give your character a 

super objective for the whole scene 

and then break the scene down 

into smaller objectives.

Subtext - Each line must be given 

the subtext. Remember to put it in 

the characters perspective e.g. 'I'm 

scared to ask'.

Extension work
Look at all of the feedback and comments made 

by your teacher or peers over this project. Create 

a ’Self improvement plan’ to improve your skills 
in the 3 areas you think need the most work—
e.g. facial expressions / written analysis/ 

projection / facial expressions. Set yourself tasks 

to complete at home. These tasks should be 

comprehensive and should help you in 

developing your skills.

Watch can I watch that is Naturalistic?

You can watch ANYTHING that tries to mimic real 

life. Think about Soaps (to a certain extent) or TV 

Drama's. These try to show real life and the actors 

need to really try and become the characters to 

how their feelings.


